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OMB Direct - Chris Barbour 

Creative credentials -  Multi award winning Creative Director.

Media Experience - Press, Mail, inserts, catalogues, internet and TV.

Chris heads up the creative side and has worked in a number of leading agencies, including: WWAV, Branns, 
JDA, and Colleagues.  

We are at home working on all types of media from corporate branding to TV. Our main strength is thinking 
outside the box and coming up with creative solutions to complex problems. We have a great deal of direct 
marketing expertise and so are proficient in coming up with cost-effective solutions that really deliver. 

We have worked with some of the biggest names in the UK and have won a total of seventeen international 
creative awards through our careers. The clients include: British Gas, Cornhill, Abbey life, Clydesdale Bank, 
Scottish Homes, Scottish Tourist Board and Which?.

Projects are taken from clients brief to final production. The emphasis is on creative that works and pulls in 
business. While we have had experience of running large creative and studio departments, motivating and 
developing staff, we are presently very self sufficient having skills in the design, artwork, illustration, internet 
and video areas. 

T  01454 617 123 
M 07515 355 160  
E  chris@ombdirect.co.uk
W  www.ombdirect.co.uk



The brief was to develop a magazine style website for 
this charity client. The logo existed but the rest of the 
corporate style is new. We are at present rolling out the 
style onto other print items.

We presented a range of concepts, the chosen one was 
then programed the complete site was developed.



This was a website for a company that helps their client 
resolve any financial issues, like securing investment or 
just managing their money.  We didn’t want to use the 
usual lifestyle images so we came up with 4 icons that 
reflect the 4 parts of the business.



Auto Responder Templates

A range of templates to be used at 
various sales stages



From a completely blank sheet of paper, 
we designed and artworked this mail 
order catalogue. Starting with rough page 
layouts, we set the style and then ran that 
style throughout the pages.



Woodland Trust

A direct mail pack that asks for 
a regular donation to save our 
mighty oaks. The pack used 
a timeline to show how long 
these trees have been on our 
planet and how easily they are 
destroyed. 



Design and branding for a training company 
website with a range of engaging graphics. 
This concept was rolled out into a brochure 
and emails.  We produced the illustrations and 
coded the website and email.



maiatravel
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0800 555 123
www.maiatravel.co.uk

S U M M E R

Family holidays at everyday prices

Relax...
we’ve got it covered

maiatravel
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Concept travel  
agents site



Christmas appeal based 
around the famous Red Cross 
parcels. Proving then, as now, 
a little can go a long way.



evolving leaders for tranformational change

“ The most important

thing to remember is this;

To be ready at any 

moment to give up what 

you are for what you  

might become ”
(W. E. B. Du Bois) 

Training company



We designed and 
programmed this 
email campaign.



Landing page with 
video and stronger 
calls to action than 
the main site.



We developed the look and feel of this  
website and provided all the images 
and flash animation to be loaded into 
their CMS system.

We then translated the concept into 
banners and emails.



Pure Options

A Range of mail packs selling income 
protection and targeting their main 
market segments. This pack was aimed 
at the family segment.

Work included a range of initial 
concepts a production of the finished 
files for printing.



ZET boats online shop

The brief was to produce a young lively site that 
reflected the target audience. We provided the 
layout and all graphics



We developed the brand and then 
used that to develop a website 
and an online shop.


